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Vittoria Corsa Control: the strongest winter bike tire for
competitions
Vittoria has expanded its range for the world’s best-known and most-used
cotton tire with the Corsa Control. This version in the Corsa series is a direct
successor of Vittoria’s much appreciated Pavé tire.
Corsa Control comes from the demand for a product that will handle the most
extreme racing conditions. Whether the competition is held on cobble stones,
in rainy or slippery conditions, or on rough and poor road conditions, the Corsa
Control is designed specifically for such purposes.
Using the finest 320 TPI CoreSpun-K casing with aramid reinforcement as well
as a larger and thicker tread (0.4 mm thicker than the Corsa), this new tire is
every competitive rider’s best bet to face winter conditions and come out
ahead unscathed. Stronger and more puncture protected than ever, the Corsa
Control is the winter bike tire using a flexible casing and 4 compound-tread to
deliver the best performance in speed, grip, durability and puncture protection.
Vittoria 4C (4 compounds) technology combines four different layers of unique
compounds in order to optimize each area of the tread for the performance the
rider needs. The tread is hand-glued onto the cotton casing, unlike nylon-based
tires where the rubber is forced and vulcanized into the casing. This eliminates
tension and friction between tread and casing, offering the maximum flexibility.
Corsa Control tread is powered by Graphene. Effectively, the introduction of
Graphene allows for natural material barriers of rubber to be removed, which
means that there is no longer the need for compromises between speed, grip,
durability and puncture resistance. All these features are now reaching their
maximum possibilities.
The Corsa Control has its own unique tread pattern design for enhanced wet
grip, increased durability and dynamic performance benefits. Following the
trend of larger volume tubulars in road racing, the tubular version of this
product is also available in 30-28” sizes. In addition to Vittoria’s classic para
sidewalls, all versions are also available in full black.
For more information, click here

